
 A color I like: 

 
This flower I found is such a vivid red. During my walk I didn’t find any other flowers that were 
this bright. 
 
 

Something I’m curious about: 

 
I am not sure if this is one tree or multiple trees. If it is multiple, I wonder why they are clumped 
so close together. If it is one, I wonder why it has so many trunks. 



My choice: 

 
I found this tree while I was walking. I wonder why it fell and why there are so many different 
colors on the end. I found it fun to count the rings on the tree, but I lost track at 20. 
 

Looking down: 

 
It was fun to look down at my shadow today because it was so sunny. The sun rarely 
shines this bright in Seattle. 

 



The photographer: 

 
This is me in front of a funny fork tree I found.  

 
Looking Up: 

 
This Monkey Puzzle tree has been one of the defining features of my house for as long 
as I can remember. It has grown 20-25 feet since we moved into the house. Legend has 



it that the name came from when an owner of a young specimen in England said, “It 
would puzzle a monkey to climb that” to his friends. 

 
Something that brings you joy: 

 
I love hanging out by and in lake Washington during the hot summer days with the view 
of mt. Rainier. I have always liked the water, whether it is a pool, lake, ocean, or even 
snow! In the past several years I’ve spent a lot of time in pools with my swim team and 
get in the water at least 3 times a week. 
 
Sensory engaging: 

 



The leaves on this bush were very spiky to the touch. I was inclined to touch this plant 
as soon as I saw it because of how peculiar it looked. I think that this plant evolved 
spiky leaves to defend itself against predators. 


